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Introduction
Opu: Evolving Skincare Through Blockchain Technology

Mission
Opu aims to become the leading digital solutions provider for skincare measurement,
management, and monitoring.

We’re committed to improving how the global skincare industry exchanges data,
information, and rewards – in a way that benefits patients, dermatologists, treatment
centers, brand specialists, and product manufacturers.

We’re doing this through a combination of blockchain, AI, big data, search, image
analysis, and ecommerce technologies.

Underpinning it all is a merit-based incentives system, which rewards those who
engage with our technology platforms – with Ethereum-backed cryptocoins.

Current Problem
Skincare is a multibillion dollar global industry. Everyone’s skin is different, yet few
consumers get their information from professional dermatologists; and instead rely
on advice from social media, friends, shop assistants, and product marketers.

From a dermatologist’s perspective there’s a genuine need to offer their professional
expertise to a mass audience. Over 500 million Facebook users are interested in
skincare. Yet there’s no quick trusted solution that allows skincare professionals to
meet the individual needs of these global customers.
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Our Solution
Opu is creating a suite of trust-based online platforms; all designed to improve the
quality, efficiency, and use of dermatological data:

> Opu AI – machine learning technology that analyzes, compares, and
recommends treatment solutions.
> Opu Search – a search platform that provides treatment information from
consumer skincare service providers and eCommerce partners.
> Opu Coin (OPU) – our native crypto coins (known as ERC-223 tokens) that act
as a currency for our skincare marketplace and Opu loyalty programs.
> Opu Connect – an opt-in service for product testing.
> Opu CRM – a customer support tool. Includes image markup and patient
tracking tools. Also has a marketing and ad stack.

Through these platforms, we make it easier for individuals to analyze skin conditions,
set improvement goals, monitor their progress, and achieve results with expert
guidance from professionals and Opu’s native intelligence.
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Figure - 3

Powered By The Blockchain
To ensure all of the skincare information provided is securely shared only between
consenting parties, and that the Opu Coin loyalty system works in tandem with the
wider technology stack, we’re using the Ethereum blockchain.

This will allow us to:
> Provide skincare professionals with the technology services needed to expand
their capabilities – while simultaneously easing patient load.
> Harness collective knowledge in a trusted ecosystem.
> Ensure the secure and transparent exchange of data, advice, and value.
> Offer cryptocurrency incentives to encourage participation.
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> Reward skincare professionals and consumers for completing activities that
benefit the community.

Ultimately, creating an evidence-based community where verified, high quality skin
care knowledge can be securely exchanged will result in improved analysis and
treatment options. The blockchain makes this possible.
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Our Token Ecosystem
Our value-driven ecosystem is underpinned by our native Ethereum-backed token –
the Opu Coin (OPU). These are tokens given to anyone who makes a valuable
contribution to our community. Say a customer submits their skincare data to our AI
platform, or signs up for a dermatologist’s clinical trial, or a new skincare brand wants
to use decentralized data to find a user group for a new product. OPU will become
their standard payment method.

Once received, Opu Coins will be exchangeable for fiat or non-fiat currencies.

As our community grows, the greater OPU’s usage becomes. This means our tokens
will be in demand, so now is the perfect time to get involved in our upcoming Initial
Coin Offering (ICO).

*However, please note we cannot guarantee the growth of OPU or offer a guaranteed
conversion rate nor can we control potential market volatility.*
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Our ICO
In order to fully develop and perfect our technology, as well as launch and scale the
number of active users, there are numerous milestones we need to reach. To do this,
we’re inviting all interested parties to participate in our ICO.
In addition to our team, advisors, and MVP, here are some of our project’s core
strengths:
Strong Use Case
Opu is the first of its kind platform for the skincare industry. Our technology offers
real world value; solving problems commonly experienced by millions of people
globally.
Multiple Users
Opu’s technology doesn’t just cater to the needs of one group; it represents the
interests of several: helping individuals reach their skincare goals, giving
dermatologists live data, and encouraging product manufacturers to develop new
solutions based on actual customer demand.
Robust Technology
As well as the blockchain, Opu’s tech stack is driven by other robust technologies
including: AI, big data analytics, a skin analysis engine, an ecommerce function, CRM
and a community support tool.
Value-Driven Ecosystem
Our intention is that Opu Coin won’t just power our ecosystem; it’ll eventually play a
leading role in the entire global skincare market; allowing all participants to benefit in
shared value for helping each other.
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Strong Future Demand
Opu Coin will be limited to a fixed supply of 12 billion tokens. As the ever-growing
skincare community absorbs these tokens, we see the potential for building and
sustaining strong long-term value.

In Summary
Opu aims to:
> Unify the highly fragmented skincare industry for the benefit of medical
professionals, personal care professionals, skincare product providers, and
consumers.
> Use the Ethereum blockchain to substantially improve the quality of skincare
treatment at scale.
> Provide individuals with personalized, intelligent treatment options and trusted
recommendations.
> Deliver technology solutions that improve the quality and availability of high
quality skin care services.
> Encourage new users to participate in the community, share their experiences,
and earn cryptocurrency rewards.
> Give everyone an opportunity to be part of a project that is poised to disrupt a
multibillion dollar global industry.
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Understanding The Skincare Market
Market Scope
The international skincare market is worth approximately $112B. It’’s forecast to
increase to $155B by 2022. The market for beauty accessories and devices alone is
valued at $23B and is growing at a rate of around 14% per year. This healthy growth is
being fueled by rising incomes in developing countries.

Despite the size of the market, a global skincare management solution provider has
yet to emerge; mostly due to fragmentation and the lack of an integrated solution.
The market demands a highly scalable service which will help consumers understand
their skin conditions and rapidly connect them to effective and affordable products
and services – without any brand bias.

To future-proof the global skincare industry and service it more effectively, a platformbased solution is needed. And that is what’s driving Opu’s mission: to become the
leading digital solutions provider for skincare measurement, management, and
monitoring.

Target Market
From a consumer perspective, we see our primary market in skincare as:
> 80% female and 20% male
> Aged 18-35
> Having internet access via a smartphone or tablet
> Interested in skincare and personal care solutions
> New mothers, pregnant women, office workers, and college students
> Highly educated
OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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> Spending an average of $75 per month on skincare products and services

Understanding Consumer Demand
Gone are the days of superficial beauty. Modern consumers are looking for skincare
solutions that reflect a healthy lifestyle, and incorporate more ethical and sustainable
practices – including organic ingredients, transparent supply chains, and unbiased
peer reviews. Ultimately, they want to ensure products are ‘good’ in every sense of the
term.

However, we live in an increasingly connected world, meaning that consumers of all
ages – from teenagers to the elderly – are searching online for solutions to their
skincare needs. Here’s an example of current Google search results data.1 (for more
information, see Appendix 3):

Figure – 6

1

https://www.psmarketresearch.com/market-analysis/beauty-devices-market
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Discerning consumers also want to see the progress of their results over time, and
the emergence of personal biometrics and individual skincare services are
increasingly possible via digital technology.

Skincare Stats
> $112 billion -- the size of the global skincare market
> $23 billion2 – the market for beauty accessories and devices
> 500 million – Facebook users interested in skincare solutions
> 360 million – monthly Google searches related to skincare
> 60,000 – skincare products on Amazon

Our Research
The Opu team conducted in depth market research including test marketing
campaigns, surveys and consumer analysis to identify the leading problems and
challenges in the skincare market:

> Confusion – consumers complain about the presence of too many
products and services with multiple functions. They want personalized
recommendations that they can have confidence in without having to
spend time and money researching and testing multiple options.
> Amateur Advice – 12% of consumers get skincare advice from professional
dermatologists, but over 80% would like advice from them in purchasing
products.
> Time – user surveys indicate that consumers typically spend 8-10 hours
per month researching and evaluating skincare products. Those
responding to skincare product advertisements typically spend 5-10 days
doing research online before making a purchase decision.
2 https://www.psmarketresearch.com/market-analysis/beauty-devices-market
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> Trust – skincare advertisements with exaggerated and generalized claims
have contributed to a lack of consumer confidence. In many developing
countries, communication with patients is often conducted using unsecure
messaging apps.
> Budget – consumers struggle to find cost-effective solutions.
> Community – consumers value the ability to speak with people who share
common skin conditions and place a high degree of trust in word of mouth
recommendations.
> Progress – consumers can’t easily track the progress of their skincare
goals. They are more likely to follow recommendations if they see evidence
of continuous improvement.
> Availability – consumers want solutions that do not require inconvenient
and time-consuming visits to skincare services providers.
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Figure – 7

The Role Of Technology
The dearth of major IT players in the consumer skincare space illustrates the need for
intelligent disruption.

There are several key technologies that can help resolve some of the major issues
affecting the skincare industry – in fact some are already doing so – such as AI & Big

Data applications, as well as telemedicine (medicine delivered using mobile
technology).
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The blockchain is another technology that represents a significant opportunity for
both dermatologists and consumers. Providing a secure and transparent ecosystem,
will drive speed, mobility, and accuracy; and reinforce transparency, credibility, and
availability.

Industry Players
Based on a matrix of our platform’s four key features, there are no known direct
competitors that offer an integrated solution in the same way Opu does.

These features include:
> AI & Big Data – solutions are developed in-house by major skincare product
companies which focus on same brand product solutions.
> Scanning Technology – solutions focus on providing analysis of skin without
the benefits of AI, community feedback and brand agnostic eCommerce.
> eCommerce – solutions provide wide brand selection but lack targeting based
on actual skin conditions.
> Community – solutions developed in-house by major skincare product
companies offer customers the ability to leave unverified reviews that are
based on opinions and subject to manipulation.

Industry Players Overview
While there are no competitors who currently offer the full suite of services offered by
Opu, there are a number of other skincare, beauty, telemedicine, and medical data
storage solutions in the market.
Beauty Apps
Numerous companies offer the ability to analyze facial images to determine skins
conditions, track results, recommend products,
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and showcase cosmetics – including Celltone, Olay Skin Advisor, L’Oréal’s Make-up
Genius.
Diagnostic Skincare
Skincare scanning and analysis continues to be a big growth area, with a number of
companies offering this functionality: on and off the blockchain – including
DermatologistOnCall, Philips Skincare Assessment Kit, MoleScop, TeleSkin.
Telemedicine/Service Platforms
There are a number of skincare-focused wellness platforms using blockchain
technology. Some offer insights, others connect patients with professionals –
including Bowhead, Clinicoin, Doc.ai, Amwell, DocAdemic, Doctor On Demand.
Medical Data Storage
Several companies offers blockchained-enabled medical records/data storage –
including Amchart, ARNA Genomics, NAM.

For a detailed analysis, please see Appendix 3.

In Summary
Consumers are willing to spend time searching online for solutions that meet a range
of highly personalized criteria, and are actively looking for advice and treatment
options for a wide range of skincare related-conditions. However, in a fragmented
marketplace, where there is an increasing amount of information, but poor methods
to verify expertise, it’s difficult to distinguish professional credibility from friendly
advice.
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Our Technology
At the time of writing (April 2018), a lot of the fundamental platform infrastructure –
database, web services, and APIs – is built, meaning numerous features are already
available. We can offer analysis, give reports, and a have the Opu Coin Wallet running.
However, eventually Opu’s technology will comprise five core services:

> Opu AI -- machine learning technology that analyzes, compares, and
recommends treatment solutions. A live demo version is currently available.
> Opu Search -- a search platform that provides treatment information from
consumer skincare service providers and eCommerce partners.
> Opu Connect -- an opt-in service for product testing.
> Opu CRM -- a customer support tool. Includes image markup and patient
tracking tools. Also has a marketing and ad stack.
> Opu Coin (OPU) -- ERC-223 tokens that act as the base currency for the
skincare marketplace and Opu loyalty programs. (See our Tokenomics section
for more information on Opu Coin)

Behind the scenes, professional dermatologists are working to train our technology,
to ensure that, when complete, this suite of trust-based online services will improve
the quality, efficiency, and use of dermatological data.

(For a more in-depth look at our technology, please refer to Appendix 2)

Opu AI (Currently Live)
Opu AI is a skin analysis platform that will be delivered to the market as a mobile and
browser application on Internet-enabled devices. The basic platform tools will be free
OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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for consumers and professionals, and consumers will be able to receive skin analysis
through Opu’s AI technology within minutes of downloading the application.

Opu AI can currently identify and measure hyperpigmentation, redness, acne, wrinkles
and skin tone on a given facial image. It does this by creating a facial map, which is
divided into four regions (brow, cheek, eye, middle) and then produces a skin
condition score for each region. Future versions will allow for skin scoring on other
areas of the body.

The AI also includes a prediction engine which forecasts skin quality after treatment,
and app users can also measure their skincare treatment progress. When users hit
their targets, they can even earn Opu Coin rewards.
Consumers will also benefit from:
1) recommended treatment solutions based on the world’s most comprehensive
skincare product database and community of skincare professionals
2) a community of other consumers with whom they can connect with securely
to share skincare experiences

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Figure - 8
Comprehensive reports and recommendations

> User profile creation. Upload images, products, track over time
> Scan barcode for product info including ingredients and ratings
> Product recommendations based on consumer budgets and goals
> Rich product selection

Opu Search (In Development)
Opu Search is a real-time search platform that uses custom algorithms to find users
the most relevant skincare programs.

With unique parsing and crawling techniques, our recommendation engine will learn
from queries generated by users; and analyze individual user preferences – based on
their search history and skin condition – to recommend relevant products.

Data from various products, their performance, and the associated skin condition will
also be used.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Opu Connect (In Development)
Opu Connect is essentially a data acquisition engine. Users will be invited to opt-in to
Opu data programs, which will track, collect, and pool their data.

Research and skincare companies will be able to access this data on an aggregate
basis. When a recommendation results in a product sale (through a third party eCommerce partner) Opu Labs will provide the consumer the ability to opt-in to the
program and earn rewards in Opu Coin.

Users can also directly interact with skincare and research companies in the Opu App.
Users will be given incentives – such as free products and Opu Coin rewards – to optin to product testing programs.

The platform will also facilitate evidence-based advertising, using Opu.ai’s detailed
user profiling and targeting capabilities; a referral system will display customer
satisfaction ratings, and skincare merchants will be able to upload their product and
services SKUs to the Opu recommendation engine.
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Figure – 9
Collaboration tools for consumers and professionals
For Consumers

For Skincare Advisors

> Virtual consultation with professionals
> Community and social network to securely connect consumers with similar
conditions to share experiences
> Platform for managing scheduling, referrals and commissions

Opu CRM (In Development)
Opu CRM is a complete customer management tool; designed specifically to meet
the needs of skincare patients and professionals.

It manages real-time feedback and patient queries, allowing experts to review them,
create treatment plans, schedule and even hold consultations. It is also a blockchainenabled medical record system, that ensures the secure exchange of patient data.

In addition, there’s a secure messaging tool that allows seamless communication
between the users (patients, doctors, and the community members) to communicate
seamlessly.
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Other Features
REST APIs (In Development)
To further enhance interaction within the Opu platform, REST APIs will be hosted for
use with third party applications. This includes the use of the neural network, deep
learning platform, skin condition scoring results, and the development of third party
custom systems.
They include:
> Annotation
> Clinic/Dermatologist API
> Product Shop API
> Opu Wallet API

(See Appendix 2 for full details)
Payments for use of these REST APIs as well as custom-built applications will be
made in Opu Coin on a contract basis.

Research Data Blockchain (In Development)
The opt-in research program uses blockchain technology to store user data. All
actions are stored as a pool of user data and sold to Opu’s research partners. This
technology also makes use of smart contracts to ensure that data is only accessed
by participating parties. Users will have their actions stored as a feed within the
storage blockchain when they interact with the platform. No data will be stored in the
data blockchain if the user does not explicitly opt-in to the program.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Decentralized Applications (In Development)
Opu Labs will also utilize blockchain storage, REST APIs, and multiple platforms to
develop decentralized applications that focus on the specific needs of skincare
companies, research labs, clinics and non-medical skincare service providers.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Roadmap
Project History
We began our research back in 2016, conducting skincare product marketing
campaigns across multiple countries. We managed to gather a large volume of
consumer behavioral data and feedback. One of our primary findings was that
consumers want expert assistance when making skincare product selections.

We also discovered that current advertising formats met with limited success in
communicating skincare product efficacy. To further test and validate these
hypotheses, we held detailed interviews with consumers, doctors, and skincare
advisors.

Opu Labs, Inc. began its research and development phase in early 2017. A team of
twenty professionals planned, designed, built, and coded the core platform. which is
nearing public release phase. A test version of the system is available for noncommercial evaluation at http://opu.ai
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Figure – 10
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Timeline
Early 2016 – 2017
> Proof of Concept
> Further product research, development, & testing
> MVP (demo/alpha)

Q1 2018
> Fully functioning web version of 3D scan & analysis
> Training tools for doctors
> Private Sale & Pre-ICO Opens

Q2 2018
> ICO Opens
> Product recommendation & skin condition programs
> Native Android app version & Asian market launch

Q3 2018
> Native iOS app version & US market launch
> Affiliates network
> Decentralized blockchain database

Q4 2018
> Analysis Engine v2 & Image Processing API
> Treatment recommendation functionality
> Additional Asian & EU country launches

2019 – Future
> Product marketing/growth & expanding to new markets
OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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> New functionalities & third-party tool support
> Enterprise integration with partner platforms

In Development
While scanning and reporting will be the functions offered at the ICO’s launch, we are
at the same time developing a range of additional features. These include:

> DApps
> 3D facial mapping
> Expanded skin condition scoring
> Health related skin diagnostics
> Real-time scoring
> Blockchain AI open source community

Eventually, our aim is to give external developers access to our system too. This
would involve enabling:

> Enterprise integration with partner platforms
> Third party support program
> Public APIs to access Opu core platform features

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Figure – 11
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Marketing
Objectives
Opu Labs has two main marketing objectives:

> Acquire Consumers – we want engaged and skincare-aware individuals to join
our community. We’ll provide them with free intelligent skin analyses, access
to solutions and recommendations, and give them the opportunity to earn Opu
Coins for participating.
> Attract Professionals – we want solutions providers, dermatologists, and
brand professionals to join the community, contribute analyses, attract new
users, and encourage Opu Coin transactions.

In order to do this, we’ll use a variety of organic methods and paid media channels –
the same strategies for each group, but using different approaches.

Free Tools
Consumers
Our AI powered image analysis and recommendation technologies are accessible via
a user friendly mobile app – free of charge. We offer the ability to identify skin
conditions and track treatment plans through daily, weekly, or monthly skin analyses.
Consumers can also earn Opu Coins as rewards by sharing experiences, which will
drive further user adoption.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Professionals
Our image analysis service can be tailored to customer needs, reducing caseloads for
overloaded dermatologists and skincare professionals. It offers the ability to add
unique products to our recommendation engine, and comprises a powerful CRM to
support secure client communications. Professionals can also use our Opu Coin
ecosystem for referral marketing programs, customer rewards programs, and
transactions.

Brand Building
Consumers
We’ll create a multi-channel marketing campaign targeting leading skincare
influencers, early adopters, and publications. A key component here will be a
comprehensive search engine optimization (SEO) and app store optimization (ASO)
program, which will draw attention to Opu content.

Professionals
By focusing attention on leading dermatologists, influencers, brands, and publications
we will create buzz and encourage them to participate in our community and use Opu
Coin. They’ll also earn rewards by developing expert user generated content, which
due to their authority, will have an extremely positive impact on SEO and ASO.

PR & Content Marketing
Consumers
Ongoing PR exposure in local markets will stimulate user interest in the platform,
creating demand for personal skincare treatment, while offering consumers the
chance to earn rewards for sharing content within their personal networks.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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Professionals
Leading skincare professionals will feature prominently in Opu’s PR initiatives to
establish trust in the platform, stimulate awareness, and drive user
acquisition.Content will be varied – both text-based and video material.

Market Research
We’ve conducted several layers of market research, testing targeting across mobile,
search, and online advertising. We also surveyed our core target audience in our
launch countries, and used Google Keyword Data, Trends, and the Facebook
Audience Tool to establish size and attributes.

Survey Stats
> 80% know what skin type they have
> 87% want personalised product recommendations
> 60% currently shop alone at bricks & mortar stores for their skincare

We’re working closely with professional dermatologists to ensure our AI is trained to
accurately identify a variety of skin conditions. The AI will also recommend products
suitable for specific conditions and, eventually, will be able to interpret and connect
skin conditions to other users in our network; enabling them to connect to those who
share similar challenges.

Marketing Strategy
Our overall marketing strategy has three tiers, which will allow us to combine
awareness, recruitment, and organic growth into a single marketing effort.

OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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User Experience
The first part of our marketing strategy involves building an outstanding user
experience that prioritizes usability to typical consumer segments rather than
specialists. To win hearts and minds, Opu needs to foster genuine customer
connections and leverage media and influencer support in each country we launch in.
As part of the user acquisition campaigns, an emphasis will be placed on user
testimonials and influencer support of how easy and approachable the app is for
everyday consumers to use regularly to monitor their skin.

Community Engagement
Our objective here is to create trust in our community. We want users to build positive
relationships with others looking for skincare solutions, and with the professionals
offering them. As shall be discussed in the Rewards section, users will be incentivized
to share their experience by earning Opu Coin rewards which will server not only to
stimulate user interaction, but it will also provide the community with verified reviews
and comments from other members. In this way, Opu Labs will become more than
just a tool; it will evolve into a facilitator of meaningful interactions for all users.

Search Marketing
Search marketing gives us an excellent opportunity to reach consumers en-masse.
Through detailed keyword research and carefully crafted content marketing, our aim
is to ensure Opu Labs becomes a go-to hub for skin conditions and solutions. In order
to achieve this, it is critical that we reference the skin problems people are actively
searching for. We’ll also replicate this strategy in both Google and Apple’s app stores.

> Our core search categories include: skin app, beauty app, acne, acne products,
anti-ageing, and wrinkle products.
OPU Whitepaper V2.00
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> Peripheral categories include: whitening, redness, blotchiness, rosacea,
dryness, fine lines, and blackhead.
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Project Budget
The following is Opu Labs planned use of proceeds from the ICO.

Figure – 12
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Tokenomics
Our value-driven ecosystem is underpinned by our native Ethereum-backed (ERC-223)
token — the Opu Coin (OPU).

These are tokens given to users who makes a valuable contribution to our suite of
platforms. Say a customer submits their skincare data to our AI platform, or signs up
for a dermatologist’s clinical trial, or a new skincare brand wants to use decentralized
data to find a user group for a new product: OPU will become their standard payment
method.

In such scenarios, as well as others, the exchange of information will facilitate
improvements in skincare health. As our community grows, and more people join our
platforms, the richer that information source – and OPU’s usage – will become.

Rewards Framework
Community members – a combination of consumers, skincare professionals, and
developers – can earn Opu Coins when they complete a specific action within our
community. Further information on the rewards framework can be found on our
website.

Using The Blockchain
The creation of a blockchain-based skincare token is the catalyst needed to build and
incentivize an ecosystem that will solve many of the industry’s major challenges.

By using the Ethereum blockchain we will be able to:
> Build a trust-based community through verified transactions
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> Make consumer and professional research data more easily accessible for
skincare service providers, product manufacturers, and researchers
> Bring objectivity to the selection, purchase and recommendation of skincare
products
> Help alleviate the shortage of dermatologists and skincare specialists, using
customer data to securely teach our neural network engine (AI) to improve the
accuracy of skin scans
> Compensate doctors and experts for training the neural network engine
> Reward consumers for good skin health and community participation
> Grant public API access to the platform services.

Those holding Opu Coins will be able to purchase skincare products and services,
trade them for other currencies, or store them in a cryptocurrency wallet of their
choice.

The Initial Coin Offering
The ICO campaign will be conducted worldwide. Certain restrictions however will
apply to US residents subject to US security laws and to residents of Japan (see our
Legal Disclaimer in Appendix 1).

Presale discounts will be available in the weeks leading up to the ICO, with
percentages decreasing as the public offering approaches. The Opu Coin Crowdsale
will consist of six different stages:
> Private Sale (part of Pre-ICO pool)
– 50% (to ICO discount) -- 05 March 2018
> Pre-ICO
– 40% (to ICO discount) -- 29 May 2018
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– 30% (to ICO discount) -- 01 June 2018
– 20% (to ICO discount) -- 05 June 2018
– 10% (to ICO discount) -- 12 June 2018
> ICO
– The Main Event -- 19 June 2018

Token Distribution Summary
The ICO price for the Opu Coin will be $0.059259 per token, and we’re looking to reach
an ICO hard cap of US$37 million.

Here’s how the token distribution stacks up:
> 12 billion Opu Coins – total supply
> 8.8 billion Opu Coins will be reserved for exclusive distribution to Opu Wallets
> 660 million Opu Coins will be distributed through the ICO
> 120 million Opu Coins will be reserved for Opu Rewards during the ICO period

Opu Coins can be paired with the following currencies: BTC, ETH, and will not be
‘burnable.’ Any unsold tokens will be sealed with time-lock contracts or limited to
exclusive distribution.

Reasons to Participate
> Opu is the first of its kind platform for the skincare industry. It is a unique app
that combines the power of blockchain technology with a robust rewards
model.
> Opu Coin will be the pioneer digital currency of the skincare market. It will
power the ecosystem that runs on the robust blockchain network.
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> The platform is driven by AI & big data technology, a skin analysis engine, an eCommerce function and community support. This automatically gives Opu an
edge in the global skincare industry.
> Opu Coin will generate a high value for the global skincare market, which has
been largely untapped due to structural inefficiencies for product
manufacturers operating in multiple regions.
> As an individual, not only will you be rewarded with Opu Coin for completing
various tasks, but you will also be able to more easily achieve your skincare
goals. Moreover, the Opu Coin can be held, traded, or simply stored in your ewallet.
> The Opu platform is powered by the Ethereum blockchain network.
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Company Background
Opu was born out of a desire to democratize and disrupt the multibillion dollar
skincare sector; and provide people all over the world with access to high quality
skincare – the kind usually only available to wealthy consumers.

Much more than just a beauty app, Opu offers a full service digital skincare
consultation and treatment platform that provides personalized services for users’
unique needs.

Our user friendly digital platform combines the best of consumer technology with
advanced image processing, AI powered treatment recommendations, and
blockchain secured personal medical information.

The platform is also beneficial for skincare professionals who can provide advanced
diagnosis and treatment services to anyone, anywhere.

To realize our vision, we assembled a team of serial entrepreneurs, skincare
professionals, product marketers and technologists with a proven track record of
launching world class image processing, AI and big data, blockchain, search engine,
HIPAA data security compliance and user experience solutions to a global audience.
The founder team’s track record of successfully building businesses in new markets
includes scaling healthcare, enterprise software and eCommerce services throughout
Asia, North America and Europe.

The team behind Opu.ai combines senior roles in fortune 500 companies with startup
success across USA, Asia and Europe. With an average age of 43 and a minimum of
five years of startup experience, our highly motivated team is committed to creating a
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robust Opu ecosystem. Let’s take a look at key team members and our world class
board of advisors from the dermatology, AI and blockchain industries.

The Opu Team
Marc Bookman
Opu Labs’ founder and CEO, Marc, has over 25 years of
experience in the software and online services industries.
He has been responsible for major information technology
platforms in the search, document management, mobile
and healthcare sectors. Previously, he worked for Sony in
corporate, product, and business development roles. He founded Sentius, a
contextual content company whose patented RichLink technology was adopted by
major news media, education, and healthcare publishers and is widely licensed today.
Bookman also founded MCN, the mobile industry’s first intelligent federated search
solution where he launched services with 20+ major mobile operator portals to
200M+ subscribers, which was subsequently acquired by Opt Inc. Bookman has
extensive product development and user interface experience with a dozen patents
where he was either an inventor or key contributor. Additionally, he has led the closing
of over $40 million in over twenty major corporate financing transactions in the US
and Asia.

Richard Reed
Richard is Opu Labs’ founder and COO and has over 18
years of international growth marketing, operations and
team building experience in the internet services and
eCommerce industries. He has co-founded digital
marketing and consumer product companies in the USA and Asia, and has an indepth knowledge of skincare products and consumer facing software technologies.
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He has been responsible for leading multiple JVs where he assembled sales,
marketing and engineering teams. He has been a key contributor to multiple crossborder venture financings and M&A transactions. He is an advisor to numerous
Silicon Valley startups where he develops growth and team building strategies
through better collaboration, analytics and incentive systems. Reed holds a PhD from
University of Oxford.

Raj Jhaveri
Raj is Opu Lab’s CTO and is a serial technologist that’s been
featured in Entrepreneur, TechCrunch, and the Wall Street
Journal. He co-founded Manethryn Technology, Inc. and is
also partner at The Catalan Group, a strategy consulting
firm which launched Canopy Apps, a company that focuses on medical translation
services and education. He has extensive experience designing HIPPA compliant
digital medical services. He has played a founding technology role at numerous
startups including Safe Health, Face2Face Health, ScoutDay, VX Partners, Convey
Clothing and the Gantzer Incubator. He was previously a Techstars mentor; a
healthcare industry consultant for General Catalyst Partners; and an advisor to IBM
Watson Health’s Oncology Project. He obtained his Bachelor’s at Ohio State University
and continued his graduate studies at Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

James Hodgman
James is Opu’s Chief Architect, with over a decade of
diverse software development experience in system
architecture and design, data storage scalability, web and
mobile full stack app development, prediction algorithms
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and decentralized applications. Hodgman competed in the Netflix Prize for Prediction
Algorithms in which he incorporated artificial intelligence for pattern recognition,
made use of several deep learning models, and enhanced existing machine learning
techniques to increase prediction success while also reducing processing times and
data error rates. He is also currently an Adjunct Professor at Southern New
Hampshire University in Information Technology where he holds a BS & MS in
Information Technology.

Erik Wang
Eric is Opu Labs’ VP of Strategy and brings over 15 years
experience of advertising and marketing industry experience
to the team. Wang was involved in crafting some of the first
websites on the internet. Subsequently, as Search Director at
Publicis Australia, he significantly increased client spend in
digital advertising while incrementally increasing ROI across all client accounts. He’s
worked with numerous major global brands including Coke, Qantas, Expedia, Citibank,
Webjet, Uber, and Estee Lauder. He holds a Bachelors of Commerce in Economics
and Philosophy from the University of Sydney.

Lucy Omo
Lucy is Opu Labs’ VP of Engineering and has over 25 years
of software development experience designing,
programming and implementing system solutions for
websites, distributed systems, multimedia titles and
databases. She has over 10 years of engineering
management experience leading teams at GFK Knowledge
Networks and 8 years as CTO of PatchWorx. Her experience includes multiple Silicon
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Valley startups and established research institutes including SRI, where she served as
a senior software and web applications developer with specializations in statistical
data analysis, system design and web services.

Samantha Wang
Samantha is VP of Marketing at Opu Labs and has over 15
years of marketing and advertising experience earned in the
UK, Europe, Australasia, and Southeast Asia. She’s worked
with a number of leading firms, including:
Thomas Cook Travel Group, Macquarie Group, Experian PLC, and Estee Lauder. Her
extensive experience includes customer service, merchandising, eCommerce,
business marketing, UX/UI, marketing, retail, and HR.

Naveen Shukla
Naveen is Opu’s India Country Manager. He has held key leadership positions with
various multinationals and startups, and has worked across
APAC, EMEA and the Americas. He has over 10 years
experience as a sales and business leader, in addition to two
decades of experience managing Inside Sales teams,
Channel Network Management, Strategic Alliances (OEM,
Marketing), Online Sales and Marketing, Product
Management, and Business and Operational Strategies. He holds a Bachelor of
Science, a Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Applications, and MBA with a
specialization in MIS and Marketing.
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Pumara Kokiatrattana
Pumara is Opu’s Thailand Country Manager. She has over 20
years in sales, marketing and operations experience. She
started her career working for
Central Department Store, the leading retailer in Thailand.
She has experience in various industries such as beauty,
lingerie and food & beverage with global brands such as Avon, Oriflame and Rice
Force. Additionally, she has a passion and extensive experience in stock investment
ranging from working with various famous brokerage firms in Thailand including
Maybank Kimeng and Kasikornthai. She holds a BA from Assumption University in
Bangkok and a MBA from Southwest Missouri University.

Arthur Zubkoff
Arthur is a Fintech and Marketing Consultant with a
background in technology, design, business, and banking
at the Standard Chartered Bank. He holds a Master’s
degree in Management from the University of St Andrews
and a First Class Honours degree in Computer Science from Newcastle University.
His enthusiasm for blockchain and startups has led him to invest in various
cryptocurrencies and companies like TenX and BrewDog, as well as serve as an ICO
consultant for uTrust among others.
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Opu’s Advisors

Dr. Dhaval Bhanusali
Dr. Bhanusali is Senior Dermatology Advisor and leader of
Opu Labs Advisory Board, consisting of a dozen leading US
dermatologists. He is a leading US dermatologist,
researcher and laser surgeon based in New York City.
Accepted into medical school at the age of 17, Dr. Bhanusali is renowned for his
humanitarian activities and advances in the field of dermatological medicine and has
been featured on ABC, FOX and others. His research has been published in top
journals and he has presented his work around the world. He has been featured in
outlets such as People, Daily Mail, Buzzfeed, YAHOO!, Elite Daily, The Atlantic and
others. Dr. Bhanusali is regularly called on by media outlets for his medical expertise
and has been featured in Forbes. He was recently recognized as one of Crain's New
York's top 25 Healthcare innovators.

Brennan Bennett
Brennan is Opu’s Senior Blockchain Technology Advisor.
A technical consultant, emerging tech entrepreneur, and
blockchain startup advisor; Bennett received his M.S. in
Biomedical Informatics from Rutgers University and is a
subject matter expert in blockchain implementation
strategy. His professional background includes roles as an enterprise healthcare
strategy and analytics consultant. He is Co-founder and COO of QBRICS, Inc., and
Founder and Editor-in-Chief of Blockchain Healthcare Review.
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Jay Manciocchi
Jay is a Senior Blockchain Marketing Advisor, and NA
Marketing Lead at Accenture where he develops growth
strategies for Blockchain, AI, and IOT products. He is an
expert in all aspects of digital marketing, with a particular
emphasis on content. He has served in senior marketing roles at Intel, SaaS Markets,
Brafton, and Mercer – among others. He holds a BS from Northeastern University and
a JD from New England Law, Boston.

Tib Palin
Tib is a Senior Blockchain Growth Advisor. He has
extensive experience in blockchain and cryptocurrency
marketing, communications, and community building;
which he’s done for UTRUST, Viuly, and TriForce Tokens.
He has over 10 years of pan European business development experience, and has
served in senior management roles in both the UK and Hungary. He holds a BA in
Accountancy from the University of Wales.

Robert Dellanbach
Robert is a Senior Blockchain Legal Advisor with over 25
years of Silicon Valley venture law experience. He’s
represented hundreds of technology startups as an
advisor and outside general counsel. Previously a Partner
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at leading law firms Fenwick and West and Reed Smith, Dellanbach advises startups
on financing, mergers and acquisitions, and intellectual property. He holds a JD from
Stanford and is a member of the California Bar Association.

Cooper Turley
Cooper is a leading ICO analyst who has conducted
reports on over 40 offerings including Bluzelle, ICON,
Wabi, and DragonChain. He has extensive experience in
community management, agency recruitment, smart
contract development, bounty program supervision, influencer outreach, and token
economics. He holds a BS in Accounting from U Colorado Boulder.

Martin Lind
Martin is COO of Sentient Systems. He’s an experienced
Chief Operations Officer with a demonstrated history of
working in the computer hardware industry. Skilled in
Business Planning, Entrepreneurship, Process and
Financial Modeling, and Market Research, he holds an MA in Economics from The
University of Glasgow.
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Final Takeaway Points
Opu Coin will be the first cryptocurrency to power the skincare industry. The token will
incentivize users and professionals alike to add value to the decentralized and
intelligent ecosystem, and users will be rewarded with Opu Coin for making valuable
contributions.

However, a successful ICO means more than just launching a token. Opu’s integrated
skincare analysis, recommendation, and secure messaging platform will benefit the
medical and consumer communities by providing trust and data integrity.

Opu intends to play the role of an unbiased moderator, monitoring and transparently
reporting back verified data to consumers and service providers alike. In this way,
professionals will be able to gain exposure and take advantage of new income
streams, while consumers will benefit from more affordable and effective skincare
solutions.

Ultimately, through blockchain technology we will be able to create a robust, fair, and
trustworthy global skincare marketplace.
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Appendix 1: About the ICO
Legal Disclaimer
1. Our token is a utility token which we are making available to the market to purchase
in advance of our full platform release. We are not a crypto-security and are not
offering any equity or shareholder rights in our company via this token.

2. It will be available for everyone to participate in the world however:
i. US purchases are limited to qualified investors3.
ii. Japan residents will be unable to join due to Japanese regulations.

Token Generation Event
Opu Coin will act as the principal payment unit within the ecosystem. With only 5.5%
of the total supply being offered to the public in our crowdsale, the majority of the Opu
Ecosystem will be fueled by Token Generation Events happening within the Opu App.
The team has defined the following creation events pegged to a certain amount of
Opu Coin accumulated for performing specific actions within the platform.

Consumers get Opu Coin for

Estimated

USD

adoption(%)

Value

100%

$ 0.50

5.000

5.000

Tracking a product

20%

$ 0.25

2.500

0.500

Introducing new opu users

10%

$ 0.50

5.000

0.500

Completing a profile including goal

OPUs

OPUs per
Adoption

setting

3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accredited_investor#United_States
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Consumers get Opu Coin for

Estimated

USD

OPUs

OPUs per

adoption(%)

Value

Writing a recommendation

10%

$ 0.25

2.500

0.250

Completing a program (defined as:

20%

$ 1.00

10.000

2.000

10%

$ 20.00

200.000 20.000

Social media shares

10%

$ 0.25

2.500

0.250

Visiting an Opu authorized clinic or

10%

$ 3.00

30.000

3.000

10%

$ 5.00

50.000

5.000

20%

$ 5.00

50.000

10.000

Adoption

joining/certifying program,
completing all steps, submitting
images)
Testing a product/sharing data for
a market research project (=
completing steps defined by brand)

spa and paying for services
Showing improvement / achieving
goals which is confirmed via
imaging at an Opu authorized clinic
(see below)
Get promotional coins for good
skincare results or for discount
services
Principle: get coin for all purchases

35.750

46.500

equal to ~5% of purchase value
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Professionals get / use coin for

Estimated

USD

OPUs

OPUs per

adoption (%)

Value

Introducing new opu users

100%

$ 0.50

5.000

5.000

Paid for services delivered

50%

$ 25.00

250.00

125.000

Additional credits when including

50%

$ 25.00

250.00

125.000

Programs published on our site

30%

$ 3.00

30.000

9.000

Bonus for any new conditions

10%

$ 10.00

100.00

10.000

20%

$ 5.00

50.000

10.000

30%

$ 100.00

1,000.00

300.000

Adoption

image annotations

added (which are accepted by Opu
Dermatologists)
Coin bonus for high customer
satisfaction ratings
Responding to market research
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Figure – 1
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Opu Marketplace
Opu Labs will be a direct service provider to research professionals to efficiently
execute their studies on a decentralized platform. Opu Labs plans to create an
immutable database of global skincare records with advanced targeting capabilities.
Opu Labs will act as the direct intermediary in which professionals will offer
participation research programs for a predetermined OPU bounty or stake. The first
users who complete the studies receive a larger portion of the OPU stake reward.
Research providers will then purchase OPU Coin directly off the Opu Marketplace to
create these stake pools.

Skincare professionals are encouraged to develop a strong consumer base through a
marketplace account similar to that of eBay or Amazon. OPU will be used as a
monthly dividend to collect fees for listed goods and services sold and all purchases
within the Opu Marketplace.

Opu Coin Goods & Service Rates
Goods and services within the Opu Ecosystem will be listed and pegged to a specific
fiat currency amount/rate for each market where Opu will operate. The price of Opu
Coin will be cross-referenced with secondary exchanges every 15 minutes via a
market dashboard.

Opu is currently exploring methods that would allow Opu Coin to be used as the
primary token fee used to process every underlying transaction on the network.
Currently, all ERC223 tokens are required to use ETH’s GAS to power all transactions.
The team is closely watching the development of EIP standards including 865 and will
strongly consider adopting new standards when they reach Mainnet.
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OPU Coin Supply & Storage
Opu has allocated 74% of its total supply to account for the initial target adoption of
around 600,000 users. Given that the Skincare market globally has a target audience
of over 289 Million users, Opu has reasonably targeted a 0.21% initial penetration rate
for a community that is substantially larger than the critical mass of users necessary
to foster long term growth

Upon the launch of the Opu app, each download will integrate a unique Opu Wallet to
buy, sell, and store Opu Coin. These wallets will permit users to purchase up to $1000
USD in Opu Coin directly via traditional fiat currencies through the integration of a
standard online payment mechanism. Additionally, users will have the ability to
purchase Opu Coin directly off secondary markets.

OPU Adoption
In order to leverage the usage of OPU Coin, Opu has been discussing partnerships
with dozens of dermatologists around the globe. Opu plans to use it’s resources to
onboard skin care professionals globally.

The Opu Demo provides users with a glimpse at how the interface will work and upon
full launch, users will have the ability to instantly set up an appointment with an online
consultant and/or your nearest dermatologist at a discounted price when choosing to
pay with Opu Coin. Additionally, third party providers selling their products on the
platform enjoy the added benefit of acquiring accurate, real-time data about the
performance of their products in exchange for OPU Coin.

In short, the most active users on the platform will be able to accumulate the most
Opu Coin as usage is directly correlated to the amount of Opu Coin received within
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the application. Through this process, we hope to incentivize individuals to purchase
their skin care products through our ecosystem thanks to competitive pricing and
reliable efficacy data.

As it relates to professionals using the platform, our central database will be able to
show which products and procedures are most effective for consumers with
particular skin profiles. Other dermatologists will be incentivized to provide targeted
research data and product recommendations with campaigns using Opu Coin as the
preferred method of payment and operation.

The Token Creation Events, listed in the above tables, will be programmed directly
into our application to avoid any need for manual adjustment. Whereas Opu Coin is
initially being built on the Ethereum platform to ensure a successful crowdsale, Opu
Labs is actively exploring the possibility to allow third party providers to build on top
of our existing ecosystem.

Token Distribution
Figure – 2
Overall Token Distribution
Segment

Percentage

OPU Tokens

Opu Network

74.0%

8,880,000,000

Team

10.5%

1,260,000,000

ICO Distribution

5.5%

660,000,000

Cold Storage

5.0%

600,000,000
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Overall Token Distribution
Segment

Percentage

OPU Tokens

Partners

4.0%

480,000,000

Bounty/Airdrop Pool

1.0%

120,000,000

Total

100.0%

12,000,000,000

Total $ to be Raised

$37,000,000

ICO Price per Token

$0.059259

Opu Wallet Reserve
Whereas a 74% reserve would traditionally be seen as a large internal stake, this
reserve is not an internal reserve rather the tokens which will be distributed over time
to ecosystem participants. Opu Labs has carefully examined the amount of tokens
necessary to power the skincare industry and to instill long-term generation of Opu
Coin into the larger cryptocurrency ecosystem. Rather than selling a majority of Opu
Coin to speculators via a crowdsale, this process allows for tokens to be released
organically through usage of the platform. Additionally, these reserves are locked to
Opu Wallets within the application and cannot be removed and sold by team
members or partners. Through this approach, the circulation of Opu Coin will be
determined by the adoption of the Opu App. Regardless of the adoption rate, early
users will control the majority of the circulating supply as whales are unable to
purchase a majority of the tokens through traditional crowdsale bonus structures.

In the current landscape, many ICOs have been unable to sustain their release price
as over half the supply was sold to pure speculators who were able to obtain high
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bonuses with no vesting periods. Opu Labs addresses this issue through the
mandatory issuance of vesting periods on all private pre-sale investors and strong
suggestions to opt-in to our Token Release Program. The 74% reserve provides a
tremendous Growth Escrow (Minimum of 222 Million Opu Coin contributed to the
Token Release Program as opposed to 780 Million Opu Coin sold during the
crowdsale) and allows for Opu Labs to have a direct influence over the long-term
growth of the ecosystem rather than being subject to the prices that speculators
determine on secondary markets.

OPU Holding Bonus
Inspired by AION’s TRS, the OPU Holding Bonus will be used as a reward for early
purchasers and project adopters. The team will allocate 2.5% of the Growth Escrow
tokens into a pool along with a portion of unsold ICO tokens to be distributed as a
bonus to contributors over the course of a 12 month period. For a limited time during
the public offering, whitelisted members can allocate a portion of their OPU Coin to
the Holding Bonus smart contract in exchange for a monthly bonuses determined by
final allocation amounts. With the implementation of an ERC223 standard, users can
confidently interact with the smart contract knowing that Opu developers will be able
to secure and retrieve locked OPU Coin at all times.

The goal of this program is to align the long-term incentives of the team with the rest
of the Opu community. As a result, we hope to build a strong core network of
individuals who hold the same passion for the project as the internal team. The Opu
Network will not be built overnight and the Public Release Program creates a longterm incentive for community members to follow and engage with the project
throughout its development. In order to reduce inflation, this program will only be
offered to ICO purchasers and anyone who is able to purchase OPU tokens off
decentralized exchanges 15 days following the completion of the crowdsale.
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Participants who opt-in to this program will be subject to the minimum vesting period
with all initially staked tokens being returned to their original wallets evenly over the
course of the 12 month period. In turn, the scarcity of circulating Opu Coin will be
limited to the Token Creation Events and any individuals who choose to not opt-in to
this program. In this sense, ICO participants can be confident that opting in to this
contract will provide a minimum of a 28% annual token bonus.

The monthly bonus is determined by the total amount of tokens allocated to the
vesting contract. At a minimum this will include 2.5% of the Growth Escrow (220
Million OPU). A portion of unsold tokens will also be added to this pool following the
completion of the crowdsale along with any unused Opu Rewards tokens. Final
percentages will be calculated and announced once the sale and reward programs
have been completed. If 100% of tokens are contributed to the vesting contract,
contributors will receive a minimum of a 28% annualized bonus on their tokens. If
fewer tokens are allocated to the contract, contributors will receive a higher bonus.

Participants can earn OPU for this program by participating in OPUdrop, becoming an
Opu Ambassador, contributing to the crowdsale, endorsing Opu Labs, and referring
their friends to the platform. As it relates to token scarcity, OPU’s circulating supply
will be limited to active users of the platform. Our Token Creation Events are scaled in
a way to prevent any one party from controlling a large portion of the total supply.
Paired with the Holding Bonus and the small amount of tokens issues via our
crowdsale, OPU Coin will be released gradually as adoption of the platform increases.

Cold Storage
Opu Labs has reserved 5% of the total supply to Cold Storage which will be used as a
means of secondary fundraising or market stimulation after completion of the two
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year vesting period. Our target is to effectively try and lock-up as much of the
crowdsale tokens via the Token Holding Bonus leaving circulating supply primarily up
to users who have generated OPU Coin through usage of the platform. Early users
who contribute to the platform will control the majority of the circulating supply
allowing price to be subject to organic usage rather than pure speculation.
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Appendix 2 - In-Depth Technology Details
Opu AI Skin Analysis Platform (Functionality
Currently Live)
Neural Network
Neural network artificial intelligence takes a deep learning approach by making use of
each node input to achieve optimal results.

This pattern recognition technique, which leverages a neural network to find features
on a face, finds specific skin conditions in a given image.

Once a skin condition is successfully located within the image, the neural network can
also rate the condition based on a multi-vector analysis of the area of the body
associated with the skin condition.

Through training, the neural network will continue to be even more accurate in the
diagnosis of skin conditions.
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Figure – 1
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Figure – 2
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Weights
The system will employ generated, or “control,” weights through a deep learning and
neural network training platform for the base skin conditions. Generated weights will
be critical to providing a basis for measuring the severity of skin conditions. Thirdparty developers making use of the platform will have the ability to generate their own
unique weights system for classifying their own targeted skin conditions.

Figure – 3

Skin Condition
The neural network can currently identify and measure severity of hyperpigmentation,
redness, acne, wrinkles and skin tone on a given facial image. It creates a facial map,
which is divided into four regions (brow, cheek, eye, middle), and then produces a skin
condition score for each region. Deep neural network techniques will be used to
enable analysis of additional conditions including, but not limited to, pores, freckles
and moles.
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Facial Map: Facial mapping is an integral part of Opu’s deep neural network. When an
image is submitted for analysis, the neural network will produce a ‘landmark’ image.
This image will mark all the regions being processed by the neural network for the
various skin conditions. The user will then be presented with a score for each region
of their face, together with the percent value of their score for the given region.

Severity Rating: Opu’s neural network calculates a score for issues within a given skin
condition category, in addition to learning and scoring the severity of these issues.

Figure – 4

Figure – 5
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Image Pre-Processing
Facial detection makes use of a pre-existing neural network to detect a face within
the image. (Future image processing versions will allow for skin scoring on other
areas of the body.) Contrast algorithms analyze the entire image and create abstract
sections to ensure that overall image skin tone is discernible by AI from other portions
of the image.

Prediction Engine
Built atop the neural network is a prediction engine that forecasts skin quality after
treatment. The engine outputs several images where negative skin conditions are
predicted to be reduced in severity and improved upon.
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Opu Score
Utilizing big data, data mining, pattern recognition and Opu’s neural network, each
facial image is given a unique Opu score. This score is the composite index of all the
metrics produced within Opu and functions as an overall representation of skin
health.

Goals
Users can measure their progress on their skincare goals. Regardless of the
frequency of a skincare treatment program, the goals feature incorporates all data
collected on the user to track the user’s progress and provides an opportunity to earn
Opu Coin rewards while achieving healthier skin.

Opu Search (Currently in Development)
Real-Time Search: By employing internal indices, together with data mining and realtime updates, skincare search employs numerous variables on each query. Custom
algorithms are utilized within search indices to produce localized results that pinpoint
which skincare programs will most likely be of interest to users. With unique parsing
and crawling techniques, the most relevant recommendations are automatically
outputted to users.

Recommendation Engine
The neural network-powered recommendation engine will learn from queries
generated by users on the platform. It will then analyze the preferences of individual
users based on their search history combined with their skin condition to recommend
relevant skincare products.
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Barcode/QR Code Scan
By scanning their own skincare products, users can track progress in their
goals/challenges. The data from the various products, the products’ performance
over time and the associated skin condition will also be used in the product
recommendation engine to more accurately recommend products to users.

OPU CONNECT (Currently in Development)
Data Acquisition
Users will be invited to opt-in to Opu data programs, which will track, collect and pool
their anonymized data within the Opu blockchain. Research and skincare companies
will eventually have the ability to access this data pool on an aggregate basis. When a
recommendation results in a product sale through a third-party e-commerce partner,
Opu Labs will provide the consumer who completed the transaction with the ability to
opt-in to the program and earn rewards in Opu Coin.
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Figure – 6
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User Challenges
By utilizing the Opu App, users can interact directly with skincare and research
companies to analyze the efficacy of product bundles that users may purchase with
Opu Coin. When a company announces a package, they include the rules for
completing the challenge so that all users can decide if they wish to participate.

Advertising
The Opu platform will enable evidence-based advertising using Opu.ai’s detailed user
profiling and targeting capabilities.

Product Testing
Users will be given incentives to opt-in to product testing programs with skincare and
research companies. Skincare resellers and research companies will further be able
to provide incentives, such as free products and rewards, to users who test their
products. In addition, the user will be compensated with Opu Coin currency upon
successfully completing the product test.

Referrals
The Opu referral system will benefit users by ranking service providers and skincare
merchants with customer satisfaction ratings.

Skincare Merchant Platform
Skincare merchants will be able to upload their product and services SKUs to the Opu
recommendation engine.
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Figure – 7
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OPU CRM (Currently in Development)
Patient Interface
The patient interface manages real-time feedback and queries from patients and
enables experts to review them.

Consultations
Clinics/Dermatologists will have the ability to host consultations for users through the
secure messaging system. User data is secure with access only granted to the
person that requested the consultation. User data is not accessible by third parties
unless the user opts-in to the research blockchain and agrees to the terms of a
particular program.

Medical Record System
A blockchain-enabled system that secures the medical records of the patients and
allows them access to them via the Opu platform.

Secure Messaging
Secure messaging allows users (patients, doctors, and the community members) to
communicate seamlessly – thanks to encryption and 2 factor authentication.

Scheduling
Skincare experts can schedule appointments with patients via Opu’s scheduling too.

Role Management
Enables experts to manage their roles on the platform.
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Consultation
Doctors and skincare experts can manage their consultancy service.

Facilitation
Skincare professionals can list their services and facilities.

Plan Creator
Skincare professionals can create custom plans for users to help them achieve their
skincare goals.

Opu Rest API (Currently in Development)
Skin Image Analysis
To further enhance interaction with the Opu platform, REST APIs will be hosted for
use with third-party applications. This includes the use of the neural network, the deep
learning platform, the skin condition scoring results and the development of thirdparty custom systems. As the platform moves towards decentralized applications,
this will allow all systems to integrate with Opu blockchain storage and main platform
functions. Payments for use of these REST APIs and custom-built applications will be
made in Opu Coin on a contract basis.

Annotation
Verified dermatologists will have the ability to submit image annotations to the
platform for deep learning training of the neural network. Once a dermatologist is
approved on the platform, he or she can submit images to the system to be approved
and subsequently receive payment in Opu Coin.

Clinic/Dermatologist API
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This API is a custom framework for clinics and third parties to integrate with the
neural network, annotation tool and deep learning system into their existing product,
or make use of Opu decentralized APIs. These applications can also make use of
third-party plug-ins developed by the Opu community to enhance their systems.

Product Shop API
This API is a custom framework designed for skincare product companies that will
help build private e-commerce shops, customer CRM and product promotion within
the Opu App. The enabling REST API will provide third-party application integration
with existing systems if companies choose not to make use of the decentralized
application platform by default.

Opu Wallet API (Currently in Development)
The Opu Wallet will store tokens for users and allow transactions to occur within the
Opu network. The wallet will be used to transfer Opu Coin in and out of other virtual
currencies (and eventually fiat currencies) to any exchange or wallet of the user’s
choice.

Research Data Blockchain (Currently in Development)
A key portion of the user opt-in research program utilizes blockchain technology to
store (and transfer authorized) user data. All actions within the opt-in program are
entered into this blockchain, which will be used as a pool of user data and sold to
research partners of Opu Labs.

As an incentive to join this program, all users will be given rewards in the form of Opu
Coin. This technology also makes use of smart contracts to ensure that data is only
accessed by participating parties within this program, and all terms have been agreed
to by both parties. Among other data collected within the opt-in program, users will
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have their actions stored as a feed within the storage blockchain when they interact
with the platform. No data will be stored in the data blockchain if the user does not
explicitly opt-in to the program.

Decentralized Applications (Roadmap)
Opu Labs will utilize blockchain storage (and transfer), REST APIs and multiple
platforms to develop decentralized applications that focus on the specific needs of
skincare companies, research labs, clinics and non-medical skin care service
providers.

As an example of the Opu decentralized application design, Opu Labs will provide
clinics with the ability to interact with the platform for everyday tasks. A standalone
version will be created that contains the core neural network, the annotation tool and
a smaller-designed storage blockchain to store data for commercial use later, or for
medical record storage use by their clients.

The core decentralized application will be made available to all third-party developers
to build on in the form of plug-ins. The platform relies on making use of Opu Coin to
interact with the main application. Plugins adopted onto the main platform will also
allow for developers to generate Opu Coin when they are utilized. Support will be
provided by Opu Labs in the building, maintenance and deployment of these systems
to ensure seamless integration between the plug-ins and the third-party version of the
Opu decentralized application.
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Figure – 8
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Figure – 9
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Blockchain Integration
Blockchain systems can be open (permissionless) systems that allow unknown
identities to participate in the network generally requiring protocols like Proof of Work
to validate transactions and secure the network. A blockchain system can be private
and permissionless for example like Hyperledger Fabric.

In general, any blockchain network (distributed ledger) implements a public key
infrastructure (PKI) with four key elements:

> Digital Certificates
> Public and Private Keys
> Certificate Authorities
> Certificate Revocation Lists

Swarm is a distributed storage platform and content distribution service, a native
base layer service of the ethereum web 3 stack. The primary objective of Swarm is to
provide a sufficiently decentralized and redundant store of Ethereum’s public record,
to store and distribute dapp code and data as well as blockchain data. From an
economic point of view, it allows participants to efficiently pool their storage and
bandwidth resources to provide the aforementioned services to all participants.

The system offers peer-to-peer storage and serving solution that is DDOS-resistant,
zero-downtime, fault-tolerant and censorship-resistant as well as self-sustaining due
to a built-in incentive system which uses peer-to-peer accounting and allows trading
resources for payment. Swarm is designed to deeply integrate with the devp2p
multiprotocol network layer of Ethereum as well as with the Ethereum blockchain for
domain name resolution, service payments and content availability insurance.
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Swarm client is part of the Ethereum stack
> The swarm of Swarm is the collection of nodes of the devp2p network each of
which run the bzz protocol on the same network id.
> Swarm nodes are also connected to an ethereum blockchain. Nodes running
the same network id connect to the same blockchain. Such a swarm network
is identified by its network id which is an arbitrary integer.
> The swarm of Swarm is the collection of nodes of the devp2p network each of
which run the bzz protocol on the same network id.
> Swarm allows for upload and disappear which means that any node can just
upload content to the swarm and then is allowed to go offline. As long as
nodes do not drop out or become unavailable, the content will still be
accessible due to the ‘synchronization’ procedure in which nodes continuously
pass along available data between each other.

Swarm defines 3 crucial notions
Chunks
pieces of data (max 4K), the basic unit of storage and retrieval in the swarm
Hash
cryptographic hash of data that serves as its unique identifier and address
Manifest
data structure describing collections allow for url based access to content

In this context, content is understood very broadly in a technical sense denoting any
blob of data. Swarm defines a specific identifier for a piece of content. This identifier
serves as the retrieval address for the content.
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Identifiers need to be:
> collision free (two different blobs of data will never map to the same
identifier)
> deterministic (same content will always receive the same identifier)
> uniformly distributed

The choice of identifier in Swarm is the hierarchical swarm hash described in Swarm
hash. The properties above let us view the identifiers as addresses at which content
is expected to be found. Since hashes can be assumed to be collision free, they are
bound to one specific version of a content, i.e. Hash addressing therefore is
immutable in the strong sense that you cannot even express mutable content:
“changing the content changes the hash”.

Users, however, usually use some discovery and or semantic access to data, which is
implemented by the ethereum name service (ENS). The ENS enables content retrieval
based on mnemonic (or branded) names, much like the DNS of the world wide web,
but without servers.

Swarm nodes participating in the network also have their own base address (also
called bzzkey) which is derived as the (keccak 256bit sha3) hash of an ethereum
address, the so called swarm base account of the node. These node addresses define
a location in the same address space as the data.

When content is uploaded to swarm it is chopped up into pieces called chunks. Each
chunk is accessed at the address defined by its swarm hash. The hashes of data
chunks themselves are packaged into a chunk which in turn has its own hash. In this
way the content gets mapped to a chunk tree. This hierarchical swarm hash
construct allows for merkle proofs for chunks within a piece of content, thus
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providing swarm with integrity protected random access into (large) files (allowing for
instance skipping safely in a streaming video).

The current version of swarm implements a strictly content addressed distributed
hash table (DHT). Here ‘strictly content addressed’ means that the node(s) closest to
the address of a chunk not only serves information about the content but actually
hosts the data. (Note that although it is part of the protocol, we cannot have any sort
of guarantee that it will be preserved. This is a caveat worth stating again: no
guarantee of permanence and persistence). In other words, in order to retrieve a piece
of content (as a part of a larger collection/document) a chunk must reach its
destination from the uploader to the storer when storing/uploading and must also be
served back to a requester when retrieving/downloading.

The viability of both hinges on the assumption that any node (uploader/requester)
can ‘reach’ any other node (storer). This assumption is guaranteed with a special
network topology (called kademlia), which offers (very low) constant time for lookups
logarithmic to the network size.

Architecture
Swarm Hash (a.k.a. bzzhash)
Swarm Hash is a [Merkle tree](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merkle_tree) hash
designed for the purpose of efficient storage and retrieval in content-addressed
storage, both local and networked.Swarm Hash is constructed using a regular hash
function (in our case, Keccak 256 bit SHA3) with a generalization of Merkle’s tree
hash scheme. The basic unit of hashing is a chunk, that can be either a leaf chunk
containing a section of the content to be hashed or an inner chunk containing hashes
of its children, which can be of either variety.
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Chunker
Chunker is the interface to a component that is responsible for disassembling and
assembling larger data. It relies on the underlying chunking model. This module is
pluggable, the current implementation uses the Treechunker which implements
bzzhash.

Distributed Preimage Archive
This stores small pieces of information (preimage objects, arbitrary strings of bytes of
limited length) retrievable by their (cryptographic) hash value. DPA serves as a fast,
redundant store optimized for speedy retrieval and long-term reliability. Since the key
is derived from the preimage, there is no sense in which we can talk about multiple or
alternative values for keys, the store is immutable.
Syncing
Node synchronization is the protocol that makes sure content ends up where it is
queried. Since the swarm has an address-key based retrieval protocol, content will be
twice as likely be requested from a node that is one bit (one proximity bin) closer to
the content’s address. What a node stores is determined by the access count of
chunks: if we reach capacity the oldest unaccessed chunks are removed.

On the one hand, this is backed by an incentive system rewarding serving chunks.
This directly translates to a motivation, that a content needs to be served with
frequency X in order to make your worth while storing. On the one hand frequency of
access directly translates to storage count. On the other hand it provides a way to
combine proximity and popularity to dictate what is stored. This storage protocol is
designed to result in an autoscaling elastic cloud where a growth in popularity
automatically scales.
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When two peers connect, they establish their synchronisation state by exchanging
information in the protocol handshake. When a connection is peer connection is
opened the first time, syncronization does not specify an index count, meaning that
all content in the relevant address space no matter how long ago it was entered is
offered to the peer.
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Figure – 9
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Figure – 9 (continued)
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Peer Management (hive, kafemilla)
Hive is the logistic manager of the swarm. It uses a generic kademlia node table to
find the best peer list for any target. This is used by the net-store to search for
content in the swarm. When the node receives peer suggestions (bzz protocol
peersMsgData exchange), the hive relays the peer addresses obtained from the
message to the Kademlia table for db storage and filtering.

Hive also manages connections and disconnections that allow for bootstrapping as
well as keeping the routing table up to date. When the p2p server connects with a
node capable of bzz protocol, the hive registers the node in the kademlia table and
sends a self lookup. A self lookup is basically just a retrieve request with an intended
target corresponding to the node’s base address. The receiving node does not record
self lookups as a request or forwarding it, just replying with peers. This can be
improved by simply automatically sending all relevant peers to a connected peer at
the time they become known. All peers sent to the connected node are cached so that
no repeat sends happen during the session.

The BZZ Protocol
BZZ implements the bzz subprotocol, the wire protocol of swarm. The bzz protocol is
implemented as a subprotocol of the ethereum devp2p system. The protocol instance
is launched on each peer by the network layer if the BZZ protocol handler is registered
on the p2p server. The protocol takes care of actually communicating the bzz
protocol encoding and decoding requests for storage and retrieval, handling the
protocol handshake dispatching to netstore for handling the DHT logic and registering
peers in the Kademlia table via the hive logistic manager.
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Appendix 3: Additional Market Analyses
The skincare industry is ripe for disruption, but in order to truly understand the scale
of the issues facing consumer choices online, we needed to understand how they are
currently navigating the current marketplace.

Discussion of Consumer Online Shopping Behavior
To shed light on the issue of consumer indecision with online skincare shopping, the
company conducted extensive online advertising campaigns in the skincare segment
during 2016-2017.

With a typical online product marketing campaign, a large number of users will click
on an ad and visit the website directly to learn about the product. However, roughly
one in five visitors will visit initially or on repeat visit through each of social media,
referral or search.

Figure – 1
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Two distinct groups are distinguishable from the data. A group of about 30% made
fairly quick decisions on purchasing after visiting 1-2 pages on the site. But there is a
second group of about 40% who will visit over 12 pages and revisit the site several
times over a several week period before making a purchase decision.

Figure – 2
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The team conducted interviews and corroborated call center logs to determine that
the delayed group of users spent the time comparison shopping, looking at other

websites, and researching the company’s products before revisiting and making the
purchase. This pattern tended to repeat on most skincare campaigns – indicating
that about 40% of online skincare buyers are very cautious about making purchases.

Figure – 3
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Search
A sample of skin condition search terms reveal the following information for as an
example, India:
Figure - 4

Google Trends Chart Reference
Figure – 5
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Google Search Analytics
Figure – 6
Row Labels

Sum of Avg. Monthly Searches (exact match only)

Acne

13,945,000

Anti Aging

460,000

Dry Skin

392,000

Rosacea

10,341,000

Skin Care

11,278,000

Skin Products

14,186,000

Skincare

210,000

Wrinkles

1,309,000

Skin care app

1,210,000

Skin Routine

407,000

Grand Total

53,738,000
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Analysis of Other Industry Players
Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

Celltone, Olay

Analyze facial images

Search, secure messaging,

Skin Advisor,

to determine skin

AI based recommendations

Beauty Apps

Ponds My Skin conditions and

and verified reviews.

Advisor

recommend solutions.

Beautiful Me,

Analyze facial images

Search, secure messaging,

RYNKL,

to determine skin

AI power treatment

YouCam

conditions and track

recommendations based

the results of skincare

on like user skin profiles.

products over time.
Sephora Skin

User inputs survey

Real-time image analysis,

Care IQ, Stash

information or product

search, secure messaging,

Beauty

history to get

AI based recommendations

recommendations for

and verified reviews.

new products. Beauty
product shopping and
social centric.
L’Oréal’s

Personalized beauty

Real-time image analysis,

Make-up

focused assistive

search, secure messaging,

Genius, Plum

technology. Simulates

AI based recommendations

Perfect

user with different

and verified reviews.

types of cosmetics.
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Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

Dermatologist

Online consultation

Real-time image analysis,

OnCall, First

with a dermatologist

search, secure messaging,

Derm, SkyMD,

to provide

AI based recommendations

Spruce,

individualized skin

and verified reviews.

Dermcheck,

analysis and medical

Yoderm

treatment programs.

EpigenCare

Blockchain enabled

Image-based analysis,

DNA analysis

search, secure messaging,

matching consumers

AI based recommendations

Diagnostic
Skincare

with skincare products and verified reviews.
with similar epigenetic
characteristics. User
controls data and
sharing with skincare
solution providers.
Defiderm, Oku,

At-home device and

Image-based analysis,

Philips

app that analyses skin

search, secure messaging,

Skincare

condition based on

AI based recommendations

Assessment

contact based skin

and verified reviews.

Kit, SkinTouch, scanning.
Wayskin
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Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

Cutis.ai,

Melanoma screening

Search, secure messaging,

MoleScop,

of individual areas of

AI based recommendations

SkinVision,

skin concern to

and verified reviews.

TeleSkin

identify and track
atypical skin
conditions

Clinicoin

Blockchain enabled

Image-based analysis,

wellness platform that

search, secure messaging,

uses cryptocurrency

AI based recommendations

incentives to reward

and verified reviews.

users for engaging in
healthy activities or
participating in
research studies.
Doc.ai

Blockchain enabled

Mass personalized image-

medical record

based analysis, search,

storage for individuals,

secure messaging, AI

with the ability to earn

based recommendations

cryptocurrency

and verified reviews.

incentives for allowing
anonymous
participation in data
trials while also
gaining actionable
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Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

healthcare insights.

AIDoc,

Visual analysis

User photo based image

MedyMatch,

engines for medical

analysis, search, secure

Zebra Medical

imaging scans.

messaging, AI based

Vision

recommendations and
verified reviews.

MDTokens,

Blockchain enabled

Real-time image-based

Medis,

secure medical

analysis to lower doctor

Solve.Care,

records storage and

caseload, search, secure

ZocDoc

communication, book

messaging, AI based

appointments and

recommendations and

secure messaging

verified reviews.

American Well, Telemedicine platform

User controlled blockchain

Amwell,

connecting patients

data records, real-time

DocAdemic,

with doctors for

image-based analysis to

Doctor On

personalized medical

lower doctor caseload,

Demand,

diagnosis and

search, secure messaging,

eVisit

treatment plans.

AI based recommendations
and verified reviews.

CareX,

Blockchain enabled

Real-time image-based

MedCredits,

telemedicine platform

analysis to lower doctor

Robomed

connecting patients

caseload, search, secure

Network, Well

and doctors, user data

messaging, AI based
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Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

secured on

recommendations and

blockchain.

verified reviews.

Patient centric

Real-time image-based

blockchain enabled

analysis to lower doctor

portable medical

caseload, search, secure

records and real time

messaging, AI based

connected device

recommendations and

based monitoring.

verified reviews.

Medical Data
Storage

Amchart

Earn rewards for
wellness and accurate
medical record
upkeep.
ARNA

Blockchain enabled

Real-time image-based

Genomics,

solution for medical

analysis, search, secure

NAM

research to store

messaging, AI based

records, determine

recommendations and

efficacy of

verified reviews.

breakthrough
solutions and develop
AI based predictive
models of treatment
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Category

Companies

Main Features

Opu's Differentiators

outcomes.
Connecting

Patient centric

Real-time image-based

Care, Health

blockchain enabled

analysis, search, secure

Nexus,

portable medical

messaging, AI based

MediBloc,

records that provide

recommendations and

Medichain,

portability and secure

verified reviews.

SRCoin

record transfer to
medical providers.

Medibond

Blockchain enabled

Real-time image-based

platform that reduces

analysis, search, secure

fraud in transactions,

messaging and verified

provides secure

reviews.

medical record
transfers and AI based
diagnosis engine.
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https://blog.euromonitor.com/2017/05/reimagining-growth-in-the-global-beautyindustry.html

Asia-pacific mass beauty market is expected to grow by a whopping USD 14.9
Billion between 2016-21.
https://www.statista.com/topics/3137/cosmetics-industry/

Skincare is the leading category in the global cosmetic products market,
accounting for 36% of the global market.
https://www.statista.com/topics/3137/cosmetics-industry/

The global value of skin care products floating in the market will reach USD
176.76 Billion by 2020.
https://www.cosmeticsbusiness.com/news/article_page/Skin_Care_Market_Report_
How_can_brands_smooth_the_way_for_new_innovations_in_2017/125686

An average American Woman could spend up to USD 300,000 on facial
skincare during her lifetime.
https://www.huffingtonpost.in/entry/beauty-artificialintelligence_us_5a82f175e4b01467fcf1af76

Global Tele-dermatology market generated USD 3.39 Billion in 2015.
Dermatology remains the best-suited form of healthcare that can be rendered
with digital, and telecom technologies.
https://www.researchnester.com/reports/tele-dermatology-market-global-demandanalysis-opportunity-outlook-2021/151
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Why Women Hate The Cosmetic Industry
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/188836/why-women-hate-thecosmetic-industry.html
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